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ABSTRACT
The Sadhana index (Sd) is a newly introduced cyclic index. Efficient formulae for calculating
the Sd (Sadhana) index of linear phenylenes are given and a simple relation is established
between the Sd index of phenylenes and of the corresponding hexagonal sequences.
Keywords: Sd index, PI index, phenylenes, hexagonal chain.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well established that structural information of molecule is precisely represented
by a molecular graph [1]. Such a molecular graph is obtained by deleting all the carbon
hydrogen as well as hetero-hydrogen bond from the molecular structure. In molecular graph
the atoms are called vertices and are usually denoted by a dot ‘.’, while the bonds are called
edges, and are represented by a small line ‘_’. No distinction is made among single, double,
triple, and aromatic bond and also among constituting atoms. A molecular graph has
provided the chemist with a versatile parameter called topological index. The topological
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index is a numerical representation of the molecule, usually obtained by imposing certain
conditions on atoms, vertices, or both. A plethora of topological indices are reported is the
literature [2-6]. The first, oldest and widely used topological index is the Wiener (W) index
[7]. Such a proliferation is still going on and is becoming counterproductive.
As stated above, the first, oldest and even today widely used molecular descriptor is
the Wiener number [7], which was then renamed as Wiener index by Hosoya [8]. The
Wiener index is principally advocated in the year 1947 for acyclic compounds (trees) and it
remained unattended for 25 years. It was in 1972 that Hosoya [8] described its calculation
using the distance matrix.
In 1994 Gutman introduced another W-like topological index which he called
Szeged index, abbreviated as Sz [9]. It is worth mentioning that no name was given to the
index introduced by Gutman in 1994. It was in 1995 that Gutman and Khadikar named this
index as Szeged index and abbreviated as Sz [10]. Since Sz and W indices of acyclic graphs
coincide, Khadikar to remove this lacuna, proposed another index in 2000, which he named
Padmakar-Ivan index and abbreviated as PI [11-15]. The PI index of acyclic and cyclic
graphs differs. However, the main interest of proposing a topological index for cyclic graph
alone remained unresolved. Consequently, once again, in the year 2002 Khadikar proposed
yet another index which he named Sadhana index and abbreviated as the Sd index[16]. At
that time no mathematical definition was given to this index.
It is interesting to mention that Sz, PI and Sd indices are W-like indices having
similar decrementing power. The ways in which these indices are proposed clearly indicate
that there is one-to-one correlation among these four indices. Also, there is close
correspondence in defining these indices as well. The Wiener index counts the number of
vertices on both sides of an edge; the Szeged index makes account of number of vertices
closer to both the ends of an edge; the PI index on the other hand sum up the number of
edges on both the ends of an edge, and finally, Sadhana index sum up the number of edges
on both the sides on an elementary cuts.
In the existing literature there are numerous reports on applications of the Wiener
index; more than 100 applications of the Szeged index; and 150 cases of the PI index.
Compared to these three indices, in the case of recently introduced Sadhana index lot more
investigations are yet to be made.
In view of the above we have undertaken the present investigation in that by
giving mathematical definition we have computed Sd index of phenylene and is the primary
objective of the present study. Another objective of the present study is that phenylenes are
responsible for the formation of V-phenylenic nanotubes and nanotori and the results
obtained here in will be useful for solving the problems related to V-phenylenic Nanotubes
and nanotori. In addition, in the present paper we provide a simple relationship between Sd
index of phenylenes and of the corresponding hexagonal chains.
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2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
Let G = G(S) = (V,E) denote a connected planar graph which corresponds to the
chemical structure S. V = V(G) = {1,2,…,n} denote the vertex set and E = E(G) = { e1 , e2
,… , em } is the edge set of graph G (n = n(G), m = m(G)). The graph P = P(i, j) denote a
path connecting the (end) vertices i, j ∈V(G). Clearly, the length of P, denoted by l(P), is
the number of edges of graph P (l(P) = m(P)). The distance d(i, j) is the length of a shortest
path connecting vertices i, j ∈V(G). For edge e = (i, j) ∈ E(G) let V(G; i(e)) = {k ∈ V(G)/
d(i, k) <d(j, k)} the set of all vertices which lie nearly to vertex i than to vertex j of G, and
let n(i(e)) = n(V(G; i(e))) = / V(G; i(e))/ the number of this vertices.
The Wiener index W = W(G) was first defined for a tree G = T by the following
expression:
W = W (T) = 1/2*Σ d(i,j),

(1)

Where the summation going over all pairs (i, j) of vertices i, j ∈ V(G), or by
W = W (T) = Σn(i(e))*n(j(e)),

(2)

Where the summation going over all edges e = (i, j) ∈ E(G). The Szeged index Sz(G) of
graph G is defined (see also equations (1),(2)) by
Sz(G) = Σn (i(e))*n(j(e))

(3)

The right-hand side of Eq.(3), although formally identical to the right-hand side of
eq.(2),differs in the interpretation of n(i(e)) and n(j(e)) . In the former case, eq.(2), they are
the number of vertices of G lying on two sides of the edge e . While in case of eq.(3), if we
define an edge e = (i, j), then n(i(e)) is the number of vertices closer to i than j, and n(j(e))
is the number of vertices closer to j than i ; vertices equidistant to i and j are not counted.
A graph G is called bipartite if the vertex set V(G) is the union of two disjoint
colored vertex sets Vb(G) of black and Vw (G) of white vertices such that every edge
connect a black vertex with a white one. For a bipartite graph G edges e = (k,l), e’ = (k’,l’)
∈ E(G) are called codistant (briefly denoted by “ e co e’ “) if d ( k,k’) = d(l,l’) = r and
d(k,l’) = d( k’,l) = r + 1, or vice versa ( r = 0,1,2,…). Let E(G; e) ={e’∈ E(G)/ e’ co e}
denote the set of all edges e’ which are codistant to edge e of graph G. If all edges e, e’, e’’
∈ E(G, e) satisfy
(i) e co e ,
(ii) From e co e’ follow e’ co e, and
(iii) From e co e’ and e’ co e’’ follow e co e’’,
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then E(G;e) is called a strongly codistant edge set of G. If the edge set E(G) of bipartite
graph G is the union of c pair wise disjoint strongly codistant edge sets E1 = E1(G), E2 =
E2(G),…, Ec = Ec(G), graph G is called a strongly codistant graph ( briefly: sco graph). For
s = 1, 2,…, c let ms = ms(G) = / Es(G) / = / Es / denote the edge number of E s. The set Es(G)
is called an orthogonal cut of sco graph G, and integer c = c(G) denote the number of
orthogonal cuts of G.
The Padmakar-Ivan index PI(G) for a bipartite SCO graph G is defined by (s = 1, 2,…, c)
PI(G) = Σ ms(G) *(m(G) – ms(G))

(4)

From a simple calculation follow
PI(G) = [m(G)]^2 – Σ[ ms(G)]^2

(5)

The Sadhana index Sd(G) of a bipartite SCO graph G is defined (for summation index s
= 1,2,…,c) by
Sd(G) = Σ (m(G) – ms(G))

(6)

For SCO graph G is Σ ms(G) = m(G) and with definition (6) follow immediately
Sd(G) = Σ (m(G) – ms(G))
= m(G) * c(G) – m(G)
= m(G) * (c(G) – 1)

(7)

For a tree G = T is every ms(G) = 1, and c(T) = m(T):
Sd(T) = m(T)*(c(T) – 1)
= m (T)*(m(T) – ms(T))
= [m (T)]^2 – m(T)* ms(G)
= [m (T)]^2 – c(T)* ms(G)
= [m (T)]^2 – Σ[ ms(T)]^2
= PI(T)
For a circuit G = C (of even length) is every ms(G) = 2 (s = 1, 2,…, c(G)) and c(C) =
½*m(C), we find
Sd(C) = m(C)*(c(C) –1)
= m(C)* (1/2*m(C) – 1)
= ½*m(C)*(m(C) – 2)
= ½*{[m(C)]^2 – 2*m(C)}
= ½*{[m(C)]^2 – (½*m(C))*(2^2)}}
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= ½*{[m(C)]^2 – Σ[ ms(T)]^2 }
= ½*PI(C)

3. P HENYLENES AND THEIR HEXAGONAL SQUEEZES
Phenylenes are a class of polycyclic non-benzenoid alternate conjugated
hydrocarbons in that the carbon atoms form 6- and 4-membered cycles. Each 4-membered
cycle (= square) is adjustment to two disjoined 6-membered cycles (= hexagons), and no
two hexagons are adjustment. Their respective molecular graphs are also referred to as
phenylenes. The number of hexagons is a phenylene is denoted by h, and then we speak
about an [h] phenylene [17]. The simplest phenylene has h = 2, this is the well-known biphenylene (I). Starting with h = 3 here exist several isomeric [h] phenylenes. In particular
there are two phenylene – a linear (II) and an angular isomer (III) – which both are known
compound. Two examples of phenylenes are the system IV and V.
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By eliminating, “squeezing out”, the squares from a phenylene, a cata-condensed
hexagonal system is obtained called the hexagonal squeeze of the respective phenylene.
Clearly there is a one-to-one corresponding between a phenylene (PH) and its hexagonal
squeeze (HS).
Both possess the same number (h) of hexagon. In addition a PH with to hexagons
possesses h–1 squares. The number of vertices of PH and HS are 6h and 4h+2 respectively.
The number of edges of PH and HS are 8h-2 and 5h+1 respectively. In the following
section, we will give a formula for calculating the Sd index of PHS and establish a simple
relation between the Sd index of a PH and of the corresponding HS. In doing so we will
concentrate on linear phenylenes only.

4. THE SD INDEX OF PHENYLENS
By the aforementioned definition of the Sd index it is clear that the methodology of
computing Sd index of phenylenes consisted of summing up the number of edges on both
sides of an elementary cuts belonging to the phenylene. The results for the first four
members of the phenylene are summarised below:
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Now, we can say that the sum of the edges on both sides of all elementary cut are
70, 176, 330, ---. Alternatively, this can be written as below:
14×5 = 70
22×8 = 176
30×11 = 330
The number of edges in phenylenes m = 8h-2. That is, 14, 22, 30, ---- etc.
corresponds to m = (8h-2). The numbers 5, 8, 11,… etc. need to be expressed is terms of h.
We observe that these numbers (5, 8, 11 , … etc.) are obtained by a simple relationship i.e.
(3h-1). In the present case L being 2, 3, 4 , … etc. This, Provide the following expression
for the calculation of the Sd index of phenylenes.
Sd (PH2) = (3h–1) (8h–2)
Since, m = 8h-2, we have L = (m+2/8). Putting this value of h in the above expression,
we have
Sd (PH2) = 1/8(3h–2)m
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5. A RELATION OF THE SD INDEX BETWEEN PH AND HS
In the following, we establish a relationship between the Sd index of a PH and of
corresponding HS. In case of linear phenylenes, the corresponding hexagonal squeezes will
be linear polyacenes:

We know that the Sd index of polyacene is given by the following expression:
Sd(Lh = HS) = 2h (5h+1)
While the expression for the Sd index linear phenylenes is as below:
Sd (PHh) = (3h–1) (8h–2)
In order to confirm the relationship between the Sd of PH and HS we have
calculated Sd indices for the first 20 members in both the cases. These calculated values are
summarized in Table 1.
The relationship between the Sd indices of PH and HS can be established in two
ways: (i) by correlating their respective Sd indices and (ii) by estimating multiple factor γ,
such that we can derive.
Sd (PH) = γ (HS)
By regression the Sd indices PH on the corresponding Sd indices of HS, gave the
following expression:
Sd(PH) = (2.3168 ) HS + 66.759
This is further established by plotting a graph between Sd of PH and HS (Fig.1).
The R = 0.9999 indicates that there is close linearity between them.
2
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Table 1. Sd indices of PH and HS for the first 20 members of each of the series.
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Figure 1. Correlation of Sd (HS) with Sd(PH)

